
Theme Specific question

Awareness How to increase knowledge of TEA?

Awareness GP training for newly trained and student doctors

Awareness TEA is not currently recognised by most neurologists in local hospitals

Awareness Communications with GPs to recognise the symptoms of TEA

Awareness How to spread the knowledge of TEA around the world?

Awareness How to feedback missed diagnoses to GPs/consultants

Awareness How to disseminate information to GPs regarding TEA

Awareness How can we improve TEA awareness in the medical community?

Links Is there a link between migraine and TEA?

Links Why does an attack affect the digestive system?

Links Is there any impact of diet on TEA?

Links How does TEA affect emotions?

Links Side effects in TEA

LInks Are mood changes/ aggression the result of the condition or the medication?

Links How does TEA /treatment affect dreams

Links Potential comorbities e.g B12

Links TEA and emotions

Links Are eyesight problems and brain function related to TEA?

Links Is there any connection between TEA and hypersensitivity to noises

Links Is there any connection between TEA and sleep disorders

Links Is there a relationship between encephalitis, TEA and REM sleep disorder?

Medication Why do some work better?

Medication Could other medications be interacting and affecting the AEDs?

Medication Can the medication be reduced?

Medication Why does medication control episodes but not memory?

Medication Potential to have medication review and consider new drugs that are available

Medication What is the right quantity of AEDs and can it be kept low and reduced over time?

Medication Any improvement in anti-epileptic drugs?

Medication Is there one medication that appears more effective for memory retention?

Medication Could all prescribed medicines have an affect on memory?

Medication Could medication for TEA be reduced over time or is it for life?

Medication What happens if the medication is on the brink of being effective - is there a danger of losing memories?



Theme Specific question

Medication Why does medication not help with ALF?

Medication More information about medication compatability

Medication Relationship between AEDs and heart medications

Medication How do neurologists determine which AED to begin with? Is there any NICE guidelines for TEA?

Memory rehab Can the gateway to old memories ever be restored?

Memory rehab What determines what is remembered or forgotten due to ALF?

Memory rehab Treatment for or techniques for dealing with ALF

Memory rehab Why ALF, ABM and topographical memory problems?

Memory rehab Why early memories are vivid but later memories in the middle years of life cannot be restored

Prognosis Any evidence that delay in diagnosis causes a greater problem?

Prognosis Can it be researched that TEA is not linked to Alzheimer's Disease

Psychological impact Depersonalisation Disorder (DPD) as a result of TEA and treatments for this (e.g. CBT, SSRI, rTMS)?

Triggers/causes Effect of external factors e.g. heat

Triggers/causes What is the reason for monthly episodes? (e.g. hormonal?)

Triggers/causes Is there any link with statins triggering TEA?

Triggers/causes Is TEA genetic?

Triggers/causes Is shock/stress a trigger for TEA?

Triggers/causes Which sleeping patterns aggravates TEA

Triggers/causes Links of stress and TEA

Triggers/causes more research on the causes

Triggers/causes Effect of heat on seizures

Triggers/causes What lifestyle factors may be impacting on TEA symptoms (e.g. modifying diet, sleep etc)

Partner involvement in the methodology of autobiographical memory testing - the control check


